Southeastern Chapter
Society of Nuclear Medicine
25th Annual Meeting
Announcement and Call for Abstracts
November 1–3, 1984    Hyatt Regency Lexington    Lexington, Kentucky

The Scientific Program Committee of the 25th Annual Meeting of the Southeastern Chapter of the Society of Nuclear Medicine, chaired by Nat E. Watson, M.D., is requesting the submission of original contributions in nuclear medicine from members and nonmembers of the Society.

The program will be approved by the Subcommittee on Continuing Education and Course Accreditation of the Society of Nuclear Medicine as one which meets the criteria for AMA Category 1 credit.

Physicians and scientists are encouraged to submit abstracts as are technologists. Accepted technologist papers will be presented on the Scientific Program and will be eligible for awards.

Abstracts must be prepared in final form for direct photoreproduction on the official abstract form. For abstract forms and additional information, contact:

Deborah A. Churan, Executive Director
Southeastern Chapter, SNM
134 Lincoln Parkway
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
Tel: (815)459-4666

Deadline for submission of abstracts is July 15, 1984.
Greater New York Chapter
Society of Nuclear Medicine
Tenth Annual Scientific Meeting
October 19–21, 1984
Philadelphia Marriott Hotel
Philadelphia, PA

Announcement and Call for Abstracts
The Greater New York Chapter of the Society of Nuclear Medicine announces the Tenth Annual Scientific Meeting to be held October 19–21, 1984 at the Philadelphia Marriott Hotel in Philadelphia. The Scientific Program Committee welcomes the submission of abstracts of original contributions in Nuclear Medicine from members and nonmembers of the Society of Nuclear Medicine. Abstracts will be duplicated and available to all registrants at the meeting. Please send six copies with supporting data to:

Harry J. Lessig, M.D.
Program Chairman
Episcopal Hospital
Front Street and Lehigh Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19125
(215)427-7304

For information concerning registration or commercial exhibits please contact:

Mitchell H. Stromer, M.B.A.
Greater New York Chapter, SNM
360 Cedar Lane
East Meadow, New York 11554
(212)430-4180

The program will be approved for credit toward the AMA Physicians Recognition Award under Continuing Medical Education Category 1 through the Society of Nuclear Medicine and for VOICE credit for Technologists.

Deadline for abstract submission is September 1, 1984.
The Journal of Nuclear Medicine

INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

Editorial Policy. The Journal of Nuclear Medicine publishes several types of original articles: full length articles, concise communications, preliminary notes, case reports, technical notes, letters to the editor, editorials, and solicited articles of general medical interest. It is understood that manuscripts submitted for consideration are original, including illustrations and tables, and that the material submitted is not under consideration by another publication.

References. References must be typed double space on a separate sheet and numbered consecutively as they appear in the text. References included in a table or illustration are also numbered sequentially with those in the text. The Journal uses the Index Medicus style for references. When more than three authors are listed, the additional authors are listed as “et al.” Journal names are abbreviated according to the List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus.

Sample references are:

Manuscripts submitted to personal communications, unpublished data, manuscripts in preparation, or manuscripts submitted for publication are not acceptable.

Tables. A table is a condensation of related data or facts arranged in columns. Tables should be self-explanatory and should supplement, not duplicate, the text. Each table must be referred to in numerical order in the text. Each table must be typed on a separate sheet of paper; tables should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals and have titles centered in capital letters. They are placed after the references in the manuscript. The title should be descriptive and as brief as possible. (Explanatory material should be included in footnotes or the text.) Place horizontal lines above the title, under the title, under column headings, and at the end of the table. Omit all vertical rules.

Illustrations. Since imaging is one of the major aspects of nuclear medicine, the selection of high-quality illustrations is of paramount importance. Arrows, lettering, and numbers added to figures must be of professional quality. Original line graphs are preferred for optimal reproduction. Figures of inferior quality or damaged figures as well as those poorly designed or badly lettered will be returned to the author for correction, replacement, or deletion, if indicated. A legend page with descriptive paragraphs for each figure, typed in numerical order with the abbreviation “FIG.” preceding each Arabic number must be included. Every figure should be identified clearly in the text in numerical order. If the manuscript includes illustrations that have been published previously, permission to reproduce them must be obtained by the author from both the original author and from the original publisher and sent to The Journal of Nuclear Medicine. In the submitted manuscript the original publication must be cited in the references and the following must appear in the figure legend: (reprinted by permission of Ref. X).

Unics and Abbreviations. Nomenclature, units, and abbreviations should conform to IUPAC recommendations and systems International (SI). Chemical formulae follow the recommendations of the American Chemical Society.

Manuscripts should be submitted to: Frank H. Del and, M.D. Editor, The Journal of Nuclear Medicine. University of Kentucky Medical Center, Medical Annex #5, Lexington, KY 40506.
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